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Abstract

Acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) is the most common pediatric cancer. Vincristine is a core 

chemotherapeutic agent for patients with ALL; unfortunately, approximately 78% will develop 

vincristine-induced peripheral neuropathy (VIPN). VIPN can result in vincristine dose reductions 

that decrease therapeutic efficacy: making it important to understand which children are at highest 

risk for VIPN. We hypothesized that pediatric ALL patients who were obese at diagnosis would 

develop worse VIPN than healthy weight children with ALL within the first year. Our results 

confirmed that obese pediatric patients have significantly (p=0.03) worse VIPN than patients of 

healthy weight.
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INTRODUCTION

The most common pediatric cancer is leukemia (26%); acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) 

is the most prevalent subtype (75%)1. Vincristine is one of several chemotherapies included 

in standard ALL treatment1. Although improved treatments have led to a 90% 5-year 

survival rate1, approximately 78% of children develop significant peripheral neuropathy due 

to vincristine-induced peripheral neuropathy (VIPN)2. VIPN is observed early in treatment3 

and is characterized by progressive motor, sensory and autonomic impairment. VIPN may 

lead to vincristine dose reduction with decreased therapeutic exposure and efficacy4–6.

VIPN not only jeopardizes therapeutic efficacy, but may negatively affect quality of life for 

children long after treatment completion7–9. A study of 531 adult survivors of pediatric 
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cancers revealed evidence that exposure to cumulative doses of vinca-alkaloids significantly 

increases the risk of motor, but not sensory, impairment in adulthood8. Additionally, by age 

45, the majority of survivors (95.5%) will experience at least one chronic condition such as 

obesity, type-2 diabetes, metabolic syndrome, and cardiovascular disease, and most (80.5%) 

will also develop at least one severe or life-threatening condition in adulthood10.

There are many reasons some children experience worse VIPN. One explanation may be 

genetics. Results from our previous four-center genetic association study demonstrated that 

vincristine is metabolized more efficiently by CYP3A5 enzyme as compared to 

CYP3A411,12. Furthermore, the severity of VIPN is significantly worse in Caucasian 

children due to the fact they are more likely not to have the CYP3A5*1 allele13, which is 

responsible for producing fully functioning CYP3A5 enzyme13,14.

Other reasons may be non-genetic. For example, in a study examining risk factors for 

neuropathy in diabetic patients, it was determined that obesity and hypertriglyceridemia 

significantly increased the risk for peripheral neuropathy independent of glucose control. 

Moreover, these factors had more deleterious effects on the small unmyelinated C fibers 

involved with sensation as compared to the large myelinated fibers associated with motor 

conduction velocity15. Unmyelinated C fibers are responsible for mechanical, thermal, and 

chemical pain, identical to the type of pain observed in our patient population with VIPN.

Given the findings of this study and the fact we observed differences in the severity of VIPN 

in children being treated for ALL based on their body weight, our research team conducted 

an analysis of a subset of data from our genetic association study specifically examining the 

association between body mass index (BMI) at time of diagnosis and severity of neuropathy 

over the first 18 months of treatment.

METHODS

We screened data from our original genetic study for patients classified as either healthy or 

obese at time of their diagnosis of ALL. A cohort of 49 patients between the ages of 2 – 18 

was used for secondary analysis (21 male and 28 female Caucasians). All patients had a 

diagnosis of precursor B cell ALL and were receiving vincristine as part of his/her primary 

therapy and the only neurotoxic drug in their schedule. All patients had standard vincristine 

which was capped at 2mg. Enrollment occurred prior to or within 7 days of initiation of 

chemotherapy.

Patients were assigned to a weight category based on baseline BMI percentile for age prior 

to any treatment. The categories were: Healthy (5th – 85th %); Obese (> 95th %). Utilizing 

these categories, 40 patients were in the healthy weight category (20 male; 20 female) and 9 

patients were in the obese category (1 male; 8 female). Due to the small patient numbers for 

the obese as compared to the healthy group, we could not look at gender or age as a 

covariate. Additionally, since all patients were Caucasian, we could not examine race as a 

risk factor either. For a summary of patient demographic data see Table 1. Neuropathy was 

measured at baseline, weekly during induction, approximately monthly during 

consolidation, quarterly during the first two years of maintenance chemotherapy, and 
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annually thereafter. Neuropathy was quantified using the Total Neuropathy Score – Pediatric 

Vincristine (TNS-PV), a pediatric-focused variation of the TNS validated by our research 

team2. The neuropathy assessments were performed by pediatric neurologist-trained 

evaluators. Inter-rater reliability was also measured and determined to be strong2. The TNS-

PV assesses the proximal extension of numbness, tingling, neuropathic pain, vibration and 

temperature, muscle strength, and tendon reflexes, as well as constipation and vocal cord 

function. Assessment methods have been previously described3.

RESULTS

Analysis with an unpaired t-test revealed obese patients had significantly worse maximum 

neuropathy severity scores as compared to healthy weight patients during the first year of 

treatment for ALL (Figure 1, Mean: Healthy = 5.5, Obese = 8.9; SD: Healthy = 0.6, Obese = 

1.5; p = 0.03). Further analysis of the data using a mixed effect model, indicated obese 

patients also experienced worse neuropathy over an 18 month treatment timeframe (Figure 

2, p <0.00001). However, there is a significant negative interaction effect of obesity on 

neuropathy scores over time as noted in Table 2 (Month*Weight, p = 0.03). The findings 

indicate that the neuropathy scores of the obese patients decrease to be more in-line with the 

healthy weight group by 18 months. A second major finding of the mixed effect model was 

that if at any time point throughout the treatment a patient was categorized as obese, then 

they showed an increase in their neuropathy score (Table 2, Weight). Although not 

significant, there was a strong trend (p = 0.08). A correlation analysis for CYP3A5 and 

weight showed no significant difference in genotypes between the two groups (data not 

shown). Additional analysis compared the average doses between healthy and obese patients 

at each measurement time (1w-3w, 1m-12m) as well as comparing the average dose over all 

measurements (Dose Average_month) and no significant difference was found between the 

doses of vincristine administered to either group (data not shown).

DISCUSSION

Approximately eight in ten children with ALL will experience significant VIPN2. Given the 

high survival rate, most of these children will become adult cancer survivors and 

subsequently develop health issues at a greater rate and at earlier ages than individuals 

without a history of cancer7–9. We hypothesize that chronic neuropathy may be associated 

with long-term health complications such as obesity. Thus, it is important to understand 

what traits, genetic or non-genetic, can lead to worse neuropathy in children receiving 

chemotherapy.

The findings of our study support the hypothesis that obesity (based on BMI percentile) is an 

underlying factor associated with worse VIPN in children diagnosed with ALL. Conversely, 

a retrospective study conducted by Hijiya and colleagues using the St. Jude Total Therapy 

studies and examining the effect of body weight on pharmacokinetics, toxicity, and outcome 

of treatment in children with ALL did not find any difference in neuropathy based on 

BMI16. The St. Jude study focused on children receiving high dose methotrexate and, while 

we know that methotrexate can also have toxic effects, severe neuropathy induced by this 

drug is very rare (<1%) and manifests as reversible optic neuropathy, not peripheral 
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neuropathy17. In addition, the common terminology criteria v2.0 was used to assess toxicity 

in that study while we used TNS-PV, a selective neuropathy assessment with greater 

sensitivity. Therefore, even though both studies assessed neuropathy and obesity in children 

with ALL, the chemotherapeutic treatments and assessment tools were quite different and 

most likely the reason for dissimilar findings.

Since vincristine dosing is based on body surface area, which accounts for weight and 

height, we also hypothesized that young obese children develop worse neuropathy because 

they received higher doses than healthy weight children. However, since vincristine doses 

are capped at 2 mg regardless of BMI, we concluded that dose was not likely a contributing 

factor to the differences in VIPN. Furthermore, our analysis showed that there was no 

difference in vincristine dosage at any time point or cumulatively between the groups.

It is well-established that adipose tissue is not just an energy store, but also an endocrine 

organ18. Humans and animals studies show that obesity is a pro-inflammatory state, 

producing and releasing many pro-inflammatory factors19. It is possible in obese subjects 

that there is greater release of pro-inflammatory cytokines and other factors which, in turn, 

enhance vincristine’s neuropathic effects. Subsequently, once the body has time to 

compensate for the inflammatory response and subsequently the effects on the peripheral 

nerves, obese subjects would begin to appear more like healthy subjects over time. This 

hypothesis could explain why when a subject moved into the obese category, their 

neuropathy scores went up.

As mentioned previously, a study in diabetic patients demonstrated an effect of obesity and 

hypertriglyceridemia as factors leading to worse peripheral neuropathy independent of 

glucose control15. We know hypertriglyceridemia can be induced with exposure to 

asparaginase and steroids, both of which are normal treatment for ALL, so it is possible that 

they are contributing factors. However, given the standardization of these treatments both 

groups would have been exposed to the same amount thus, it is probably not a major 

contributing factor.

Another possible reason for our findings is that vincristine is stored in the adipose tissue and 

therefore remains in the body longer resulting in greater exposure to the peripheral nerves 

over time in obese patients. A recent mouse study using obese and control mice 

demonstrated that by the third hour after vincristine injection, drug levels were significantly 

higher in adipose tissue of obese mice20.

Our study resulted in significant findings; however, due to the limitations of the study, such 

as size of each group and the inability to stratify by age or sex, we cannot conclude that 

other variables may be important as well. We will repeat this analysis in a larger cohort to 

understand other specific factors which may contribute to increased neuropathy in an obese 

population.

Overall, the data from the current study provide evidence of interplay between obesity and 

maximal VIPN in children with ALL receiving vincristine. The next key step is to 

understand the safest, most effective approach to dosing in order to minimize these risks. 

Future studies are warranted that test interventions which can decrease obesity in this 
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population and be implemented early in cancer treatment. It should be noted here that there 

is data suggesting that when patients lose weight during therapy (even if obese), it can be 

associated with worse outcomes. So future studies should be conducted to better evaluate 

pharmacokinetics and drug distribution of vincristine in obese pediatric patients. This will 

allow the administration of vincristine in obese patients with minimized toxicity.
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Fig 1: 
Average Total Neuropathy Score-5 for healthy and obese ALL patients during the first 12 

months of treatment with vincristine. Data are presented as average score ± SD. *p= 0.03.
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Fig 2: 
Average Total Neuropathy Score – 5 for healthy and obese ALL patients during the first 18 

months of treatment with vincristine. A) Shown for individual weeks 1–16 and B) shown for 

individual months 5–18. Analysis with a mixed effect model indicated that subjects who 

were classified as obese at time of diagnosis had significantly greater neuropathy scores over 

treatment time p<0.00001
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Table 1:

Demographic data for all subjects included in the study.

Females (28) Males (21)

Healthy 20 20

Obese 8 1

Caucasian 28 21

Healthy BMI Percentile (average) 0.46 0.44

Obese BMI Percentile (average) 0.98 0.96
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Table 2:

ALL patients categorized as obese at any point during treatment trended to have worse neuropathy. A mixed 

effect model was used to look at the effect of weight over time on TNS over time. At any time point during 

treatment if a patient was categorized as obese, they showed a trend in having worse neuropathy (p=0.0772 

marginal significance). The effect of obesity on TNS decreases over time (significant interaction effect with a 

negative sign p=0.0218).

Effect Estimate Standard Error DF T Value P-value

Month 0.03633 0.02845 397 1.28 0.2024

Weight (Obese vs. Healthy) 1.1195 0.6317 397 1.77 0.0772

Month*Weight (Obese vs. Healthy) −0.1293 0.05614 397 −2.30 0.0218
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